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Abstract
In order to introduce students to the concept of molecular diversity, we developed a short, engaging online lesson using 
basic bioinformatics techniques. Students were introduced to basic bioinformatics while learning about local on-campus 
species diversity by 1) identifying species based on a given sequence (performing Basic Local Alignment Search Tool [BLAST] 
analysis) and 2) researching and documenting the natural history of each species identified in a concise write-up. To assess 
the student’s perception of this lesson, we surveyed students using a Likert scale and asking them to elaborate in written 
reflection on this activity. When combined, student responses indicated that 94% of students agreed this lesson helped them 
understand DNA barcoding and how it is used to identify species. The majority of students, 89.5%, reported they enjoyed 
the lesson and mainly provided positive feedback, including “It really opened my eyes to different species on campus by 
looking at DNA sequences”, “I loved searching information and discovering all this new information from a DNA sequence”, 
and finally, “the database was fun to navigate and identifying species felt like a cool puzzle.” Our results indicate this lesson 
both engaged and informed students on the use of DNA barcoding as a tool to identify local species biodiversity.

INTRODUCTION

Science education strives to increase science literacy while 
informing students across a wide breadth of knowledge 
and content in an engaging manner (1,  2). The importance 
of increased training across academic levels is critical for 
successful careers in STEM fields and success in university 
(3). Furthermore, actively conducting research can increase 
student engagement and retention in science (4). However, 
there are often limitations related to conducting research and 
bringing research into the classroom (e.g., access to funding, 
time allotted to more than a small subset of students, involving 
students in research). Thus, first-year students performing 
class activities that promote concepts from both fundamental 
biological concepts, traditionally considered either molecular 

(e.g., DNA sequencing, PCR, DNA extraction, etc.) or 
organismal (e.g., biodiversity, taxonomy, etc.) biology, 
can gain a more holistic approach to the broad field of the 
biological sciences. Lessons such as the one described 
here, which help students make connections using tools for 
identifying species centered on taxonomy, may also help 
to impart fundamental skills to promote an appreciation of 
biological diversity and conservation (5) and engage students 
on local species biodiversity. Measurements of undergraduate 
attitudes about biodiversity suggest they have a low level of 
confidence in the ability of science and technology to solve 
problems resulting from loss of biodiversity (6), thus making 
incorporation of methods for identification of taxa important 
in lesson planning at both the high school and college level.
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Lesson

Learning Goals

Students will:

◊ know how to use DNA barcoding as a tool to identify species using 
DNA sequences and understand genetic information.

◊ be introduced to the NCBI Blast website for use in bioinformatics.

◊ be exposed to organismal and taxonomic biodiversity to understand 
how biologist employ the scientific discovery process.

◊ be engaged and understand the use of DNA barcoding as a tool 
to identify biodiversity and make connections between organismal 
and molecular biology.

Learning Objectives

Students will be able to:

◊ demonstrate how to use bioinformatic tools to identify species by 
performing a BLAST search.

◊ explain how biologists identify and differentiate species when 
estimating local biodiversity.

◊ define DNA barcoding as a technique and evaluate how it relates to 
organismal biology.
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At the undergraduate level, biology lectures and labs 
have seen an increase in online coursework (7) and remote 
learning in general. Recently, colleges and universities have 
seen an increase in online presence, as part of a standard 
course curriculum (8). Therefore, it is all the more important 
to develop online lessons which maintain student interest, 
inform and teach relevant skills to first-year biology students. 
Educators in biology may struggle to integrate online virtual 
labs into their courses (9); but ultimately, developing 
attractive alternatives to in-person laboratories for the online 
environment should be a goal across biology educators and 
faculty (10). Specifically, teaching genetics and bioinformatics 
to biology undergraduates can present additional challenges, 
either due to the complexity of the material or the lack of 
fundamental background knowledge retained from the high 
school science curriculum and courses (11).

DNA barcoding, as a molecular technique has been shown 
to increase student knowledge of biodiversity loss and provide 
experience with valuable laboratory skills in DNA extraction 
and PCR (12). Additionally, DNA barcoding has been used 
to involve high school students in discovery-based science 
(13, 14), immerse students in the exciting process of science 
and modern biological research (15,  16), and promote the 
notion that DNA is not an abstract idea discussed only in 
lecture but derives from actual organisms (17). Recently, 
engaging methods even include BarcodingGO, an analog of 
the Pokémon GO game (18).

In some cases, universities with sufficient resources are able 
to include comprehensive lessons, such as a 14-week series 
of laboratories devoted to DNA barcoding across years, with 
success in identifying over 1,000 plant, fungi, and invertebrates 
(19), conduct more rigorous field collections using insect traps 
and sampling (20), or even 3-week laboratory exercises to 
explore DNA barcoding (21). Unfortunately, many schools 
lack the facilities or funds to implement the laboratory portion 
of extracting DNA and performing PCR. Many investigators 
readily send samples to more extensive genomic facilities, 
where services include DNA extraction and sequencing at an 
ever-decreasing cost to researchers and educators using next-
generation sequencing (NGS) technologies (22-24). Moreover, 
DNA reference libraries, e.g., Barcode of Life Data System, 
or BOLD (25), provide freely available reference sequences 
to identify taxa. The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, or 
BLAST, is a one-stop platform that allows the easy uploading 
of DNA sequences using an intuitive user interface (26). This 
tool enables researchers, educators, and students to upload 
or paste DNA sequences, then query them (or perform a 
“BLAST”), and then compare those sequences with a known 
database for identification.

In this lesson, our goals were essentially three-fold, to 
develop a concise online lesson that would 1) engage and teach 
first-year undergraduate biology majors about DNA barcoding 
using DNA nucleotide sequences to identify species, 2) inform 
these same students about the local on-campus biodiversity 
across taxonomic groups, 3) allow students to develop an 
understanding of the connectivity between molecular and 
organismal biology and the importance of utilizing both to 
address fundamental questions. Subsequently, we were also 
interested in student perceptions on how well this lesson 

allowed them to perform actual bioinformatics and identify 
a series of “mystery” species collected from the university’s 
campus.

Intended Audience
This activity has been implemented in an undergraduate first 

year level organismal introductory course for biology majors, 
but it could be incorporated into upper-level biology or 
ecology courses, especially if sample collection is undertaken 
by students.

Required Learning Time
A single two- or three-hour laboratory or equal take home 

time is the minimal time necessary, yet likely varies depending 
on how much exposure students have had to this topic or their 
ability to navigate online tools like the BLAST website. For 
details see Table 1.

Prerequisite Student Knowledge
As a background for this lesson, students should be first 

exposed to basic ideas related to the concepts of speciation, 
taxonomy, and some level of molecular biology including 
DNA, sequence composition of DNA, potentially how 
phylogenetic trees are related to speciation, and what a 
species is.

Prerequisite Teacher Knowledge
There are no specific teacher prerequisites for instructors 

with a general knowledge of biology. This lesson can readily 
be incorporated in both a cellular/molecular course or 
an organismal course for first year students. However, we 
recommend instructors go through the lesson and ensure 
that links are still actively working and also allow plenty of 
time to receive DNA barcodes ahead of implementation of 
the lesson. We recommend having a preliminary backlog of 
several samples run to ensure the activity can be incorporated 
within a semester, or if done towards the end of a semester, as 
barcode return time may vary or if students collect samples.

SCIENTIFIC TEACHING THEMES

Active Learning
Students will actively use the BLAST website to align 

DNA barcode sequences to hits in the database (provided by 
instructors as “mystery DNA”) in order to identify the species 
of interest. In doing so, they will engage with actual nucleotide 
sequences, including determining the sequence length, and 
obtaining the percent identity (how close a match for a specific 
sequence). Moreover, they will research the species, which 
includes determining natural history information, biological 
facts, habitats, common name and other relevant information 
for each sequence, hence making connections between 
molecular sequences and species.

Assessment
Students successfully complete a table on correct 

identification of DNA barcodes to the lowest taxonomic 
level (typically down to both genus and species), determine 
sequence length and percent identify, then conduct research 
on successfully identified species. Therefore, they should have 
to complete the table before researching correctly the natural 
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history and biological information for each species utilized in 
this lesson. Students are assessed by if they followed directions 
and provided correct taxonomic information and adequate 
natural history information. Students then answer a series of 
reflection questions to assess whether they thought the activity 
was helpful in learning about DNA barcoding, and its uses, 
and how it relates to the organisms, part of their local campus 
biodiversity. This lesson was provided on Canvas as an online 
lesson for laboratory, or as a lab.

Inclusive Teaching
This lesson was developed largely as a stand-alone online 

activity. However, if enough sequences are obtained, this 
lesson could be a prelude to a further lesson, where students 
compare what they learned about the species identified. 
Instructors implementing this activity can incorporate group 
learning by having students work in small groups of three to 
four individuals, where this activity can be part of either a 
laboratory or in-class activity. Groups need access to a device 
that will allow them to access the BLAST website at NCBI and 
explore the identified species for natural history traits. The 
group activity allows students to receive assistance from both 
the instructor and student peers. Moreover, this computational 
modeling group activity can appeal to non-traditional learners 
as it focuses on improving science processing skills, helping 
students make connections between molecular biology 
(nucleotide sequences) and organismal biology (species 
identified). Alternatively, if this activity is provided to students 
online or as a typical take-home class assignment, students 
with disabilities can extend the time needed for practice, as 
this activity can be self-paced. We recommend educators 
initially demonstrate how to upload sequences subjected to 
a BLAST, as it may help to guide students that may struggle 
with technology. This activity is highly customizable to 
educators. Students can view materials using multiple forms 
of presentation (with image, without image, using and 
interpreting simulation results, etc.), thus ultimately increasing 
the inclusivity of this activity.

LESSON PLAN

Overview
A simple short online lesson was developed to engage 

undergraduate students in a first-year organismal biology 
course taught asynchronously during COVID-19 pandemic in 
2021. At the beginning of this activity, students were given 
two short articles on DNA barcoding to introduce them to how 
DNA barcoding using mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I 
gene (CO1) has been used to identify the fish species sold in fish 
markets and to identify a brown bear from a cave (Table 1). This 
activity can be prefaced by other articles that could be more 
directly applicable to how instructors plan on implementing 
bar-coding. Students were then given “unknown” DNA 
barcode nucleotide sequences (instructor known sequences 
of previously submitted samples), from DNA which had been 
extracted from samples of interest by LifeScanner at ~$10 US 
per sample following Unger et al., 2020 (27). Students were 
then asked to identify each “unknown” or “mystery” species 
using just these sequences (the DNA barcode) down to the 
lowest taxonomic level, typically the species level. The lesson 
included detailed instructions for the step-by-step uploading 

of sequences and performing BLAST (for details, see S1. 
DNA Barcode Assignment: Mystery Samples). Instructors had 
previously collected specimens for DNA barcoding during 
outdoor laboratories by sampling the leaf litter and a small 
campus pond, which included crayfish, dragonfly, spider, 
ant, fly, and snail species. DNA was then extracted and 
sequenced, then sequence length and percent identity of the 
most likely identification was recorded. Students then were 
asked to research the species or taxonomic groups identified 
by collecting information related to the natural history, 
distribution, and role of each species in the ecosystem. 
Students then compiled this information into a short paragraph 
for the six species across various taxonomic groups and also 
considered why the sequence wasn’t 100% a match.

In order to assess the utility of this activity and our primary 
research and pedagogy questions, this activity included a short 
list of survey questions including “Did you enjoy identifying 
species from on campus?” as a yes or no response. In addition, 
we asked students to provide feedback on the activity with a 
short reflection question “Elaborate on whether you enjoyed 
this activity in at least 2-3 sentences”. Finally, we used a Likert 
scale to assess understanding of DNA barcoding as a general 
technique and as a useful tool to identify species by including 
the following questions “This activity helped me understand 
DNA barcoding.” And “This activity helped me understand 
how DNA barcoding is used to identify different species”

Ethics
This lesson and reflection survey were performed as part 

of teaching a first-year organismal biology course at a small 
liberal arts university. All students voluntarily agreed to 
have their deidentified responses used in this study. This 
activity follows protocols developed by the Wingate Biology 
Undergraduate Research Council.

Standard IRB practices were followed in this study including 
maintaining the anonymity of student participants, data 
management and protection, and each student agreeing to 
have their data analyzed for this study. This research posed 
minimal risk to student participants during normal educational 
practices and was exempt from IRB approval with the identity 
of human subjects lacking any identifiers linked to participants 
in such a manner that the identity was not readily ascertained 
according to HHS 45 CFR 46104D.

Data Analysis
We exported all submitted, completed lessons and 

responses from the Canvas Learning Management System 
(LMS), then compiled these completed activities across all 
laboratory sections into one single excel file. Next, the authors 
renamed responses to remove the section or names potentially 
associated with each file, and included responses from survey 
questions (Likert scores and written comments) and coded 
them into an excel file. Responses of participants for short 
reflection questions on their perception of the usefulness of 
this activity and whether they felt it helped them understand 
and use DNA barcoding to identify were assessed as either 
responses of “Y” for yes and “N” for no, or by using a standard 
Likert scale. Scores were as follows: 1 corresponded with 
“Strongly Disagree,” 2 with “Disagree,” 3 with “Undecided,” 

http://lifescanner.net/
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4 with “Agree,” and 5 with “Strongly Agree.” We report the 
descriptive statistics of percentage, median, mean for scores, 
and quantitative statistics by conducting a chi-squared test 
on Likert responses using a significance value of 0.05 and 
combining agree responses and comparing them to disagree 
responses after removing neutral responses (“undecided”)

Results
In total, we reviewed 95 lessons turned in by student 

participants. Responses to the question of “Did you enjoy 
identifying species from campus?” 89.5% (85/95) answering 
“Yes,” with only 10.5% (10/95) answering “No” (Table 2). 
When Likert survey responses to “This lesson helped me 
understand DNA barcoding” were tabulated and combined, 
as both “Agree” (53/95) and “Strongly Agree” (36/95), this 
resulted in 93.68% of student responses agreeing that this 
activity helped them understand the concept of DNA barcoding 
and was largely positive (Figure 1). We found a significant 
difference between responses for disagree vs. agree for the 
question “This lesson helped me understand DNA barcoding” 
with X2 (1, N = 90) = 56.5, p < 0.001. When responses to “This 
lesson helped me understand how DNA barcoding is used to 
identify different species” were combined as both “Agree” and 
“Strongly Agree,” this resulted in 94.74% of students agree 
with the statement on this lesson as beneficial to identify 
species, and were also largely positive (Figure 2). We found 
a significant difference between responses for disagree vs 
agree for responses to the question “This lesson helped me 
understand how DNA barcoding is used to identify different 
species” with X2 (1, N = 91) = 57.1, p < 0.001. In summary, 
students agreed that this lesson helped them both understand 
the technique of DNA barcoding and how it is used to identify 
species.

All students successfully identified sequences to larger 
taxonomic group and common name, with the majority 
of students reporting down to the lowest taxonomic level 
of species for Libulla incesta (slaty skimmer dragonfly), 
Procambarus acutus (White River crayfish), Camponotus 
pennsylvanicus (black carpenter ant), Latrodectus variolus 
(northern black widow spider), and Physella acuta (tadpole 
snail). The sequence length varied from 144 to 613, with an 
average of 424.5 nucleotides. 100% of students correctly 
identified species to some taxonomic, with 5/6 organisms 
identified down to the species level, mostly with high percent 

identity. However, most students reported one of the identified 
species down to only the Order or Family level (Dipteran 
sample) due to the lack of database results, not student error. 
Interestingly, several students reported that they did not realize 
that some species were not native, including the tadpole snail 
identified, which is established across the southeastern US 
(28).

Representative responses to our questions on elaborate 
on this lesson (Table 2), included the following: “I loved 
working on this activity. I loved searching information and 
discovering all this new information from a DNA sequence, 
that is something that will never stop amazing me. I never 
really looked into the animal part of biology because I grew 
up with the stereotyped idea that it was boring but now, I am 
having to rethink my career path into biology” as well as “I 
thought it was interesting that so many possible species could 
be found on campus” and “I enjoyed this activity because 
it allowed me to identify species using the method I learned 
about. Application is one of the main ways I learn, so applying 
the techniques learned allowed me to really understand.” 
When taken together, these responses highlight the utility of 
this activity to successfully engage and educate students using 
DNA barcoding sequences.

Other students engaged in the BLAST search in a different 
way noting that “…it was cool to see the different types of 
organisms come up. I would try to predict what it might be 
from the scientific name…,” highlighting the anticipation of the 
experimental process. Others noted, “Analyzing these species 
on our own allowed us to understand their classification and 
how they interact with their environment” and “Now I have 
a better idea of what scientists are doing when they DNA 
barcode.” Additional responses include “I found the database 
fun to navigate. Identifying the species felt like a cool puzzle” 
and “I like being able to make the connection between the 
DNA and the species and seeing how many different species 
are closely related to the sequence that was put in.” Written 
comments were overwhelmingly positive, with student 
reflections highlighting how this online lesson helped them 
bridge the gap between molecular (DNA sequences) and 
organismal biology (local biodiversity). Finally, the majority of 
students reported natural history information for each species 
including the geographic range of species identified, habitats, 

Figure 1. Likert scale scores to the questionnaire “This lesson helped me 
understand DNA barcoding”, student responses expressed as a frequency of 
responses on a scale of 1-5 (n = 95), resulted in a median of 4 and a mean of 
4.3 ± 0.62 S.D. Likert scale numbers correspond to the following: 1 = Strongly 
Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Undecided, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree.

Figure 2. Likert scale scores to the questionnaire “This lesson helped me 
understand how DNA barcoding is used to identify different species”, student 
responses expressed as a frequency of responses on a scale of 1-5 (n = 95), 
resulted in a median of 5 and a mean of 4.6 ± 0.62 S.D. Likert scale numbers 
correspond to the following: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = 
Undecided, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree.
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conservation status, feeding habits or diet, as well as ecological 
information (e.g., species role as predator or prey or if sensitive 
to pollution, etc.) and overall biology or taxonomy of species.

TEACHING DISCUSSION

This lesson provided students with an engaging, quick, self-
directed online format for learning about how bioinformatics 
works and how DNA barcoding can be utilized to identify 
species to the lowest taxonomic levels. Moreover, students 
researched and reported information about the natural history 
of the species they successfully identified. Several students 
noted in their write-ups on the natural history of one of the 
identified species, Physella acuta, as being invasive to other 
areas such as Europe. This highlights not only the potential for 
students to have increased awareness of local species diversity, 
but that by researching each animal identified, students were 
allowed to learn more about specific taxonomic groups. 
Therefore, when incorporating this lesson, we recommend 
sampling across multiple taxa as a model for teaching about 
organismal taxonomy, conservation, and even invasive 
species. Other researchers have used DNA barcoding as a way 
to involve students in community or citizen science endeavors 
with invasive species, such as the lionfish, Pterois volitans 
(29). Educators can sample commonly established non-native 
species in their local areas around the campus to use those 
sequences and subsequent DNA barcode identification as 
a teaching moment to impart the reality of invasive species 
issues to undergraduates. We recommend science educators 
(either high school or college biology instructors) adapt this 
lesson to their own region.

This lesson also provides a number of advantages to both 
students and faculty teaching in the life sciences. The kits we 
utilized, allowing four DNA barcoding samples to be analyzed, 
are easy and affordable (~$54 USD per kit for 4 samples), and 
require little to no lab work. If possible, this lesson could be 
adapted into existing outdoor laboratories by collecting more 
specimens each semester following collection procedure 
highlighted in kits, i.e., small insect wing or portion of leg 
included and sent for sequencing. Integrating DNA barcoding 
into an undergraduate curriculum can expose students to a 
wide range of scientific concepts, problem-solving skills, 
inquiry, and both field and laboratory work (17). Alternatively, 
if educators have limited funding, they can modify this online 
lesson using previously published DNA sequences available at 
no cost on the NCBI BLAST website.

The teaching of this lesson could involve students, 
individually or in small groups, collecting samples, as this 
may provide a more hands-on approach for field collection, 
such as we had performed during outdoor labs before 2020. 
The incorporation of DNA barcoding can serve as a bridge 
between upper and lower-level coursework (30). Barcoding 
kits now even allow for the identification of plants, allowing for 
greater flexibility to identify species if the course is taught with 
more of an emphasis on plant biology. We also recommend 
educators with access to basic genetic laboratories and 
equipment (PCR machines, gel electrophoresis) to extract 
the DNA using standard kits and protocols readily available 
to provide additional opportunities to make connections 
between laboratory protocols and endpoints of species 
identification (31). While DNA barcoding has been included 
as an established research and education tool in upper-level 

undergraduate biology laboratories (32), not all schools 
have the access or funding to perform the DNA extractions 
themselves. Therefore, this lesson provides an alternative 
for DNA barcoding with affordable kits which have been 
utilized to identify a variety of taxa (33), with reasonable turn-
around times to focus on the bioinformatics of identification 
to connect actual DNA sequences to the organism which 
students identify and research.

One caveat of this lesson is that not every species may be 
identified to its lowest taxonomic level (or species) based 
on the availability and similarity of reference DNA in the 
NCBI database. Other studies have found this to be the case, 
with larval fish species only being identified down to family 
or genus (34). We noted this for our Diptera, Tipula, where 
students often did not report down to either Family, Genus, 
or species level. This lack of specification was usually due 
to low matching % ID and lack of taxonomic resolution of 
the database, not due to student error. While this observation 
may, on the surface, seem like a disadvantage, we consider 
this to be an additional teaching moment for students to 
recognize that not all species can currently be identified down 
to the species level using the database. This can be further 
followed up with some discussion of species concepts and 
factors associated with the lack of taxonomic resolution for 
identification (e.g., limited samples, short sequence length, 
or lack of representation in database, etc.). We anticipate 
this may be the case for lesser studied groups across regions 
which lack reference barcodes, e.g., aquatic invertebrates, 
marine mollusks, ascidians, etc. (35). We encourage further 
discussion of reasons why all species or taxa are not equally 
represented in the database. Educators can even use this result 
to discuss species concepts in general.

A small subset of surveyed students, ~ 5%, reported they 
found the navigation of the BLAST website/tool confusing 
at first but subsequently said it was easier after using it for 
multiple species. One example student response stated, “this 
activity was a bit confusing but it was honestly a cool website 
and I thought it was interesting how it pulled up so much 
information.” To reduce initial confusion, we recommend that 
instructors demonstrate how to upload and subject sequences 
to BLAST analysis before having the students perform this 
step. An example could be done in person as part of a lecture 
or laboratory. The instructor could create a short video or 
broadcast the demonstration over a video conferencing 
platform for online courses.

To ensure students participating in the activity achieve 
the outcomes and goals of learning both the concept and 
application of DNA barcoding, several follow-up assessment 
exam or quiz questions could be included. These could ensure 
that students are able to apply information learned to a new 
scenario. Example questions include:

Q1. Given a mystery sequence of DNA, how would you 
determine the probable species?

Answer: Open-ended or multiple-choice format, involving 
a description of navigating to the NCBI BLAST website, copy 
and pasting sequence, running sequence, and assessing the 
percent identity as it pertains to the probable species.

http://lifescanner.net
http://lifescanner.net
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Q2. Provide students an output example (4-5 likely choices) 
from a BLAST which includes possible species and percent 
identity unsorted or out of order (i.e., percent identity or % 
likely species randomized in the answer)

Answer: Multiple-choice, with students selecting the correct 
answer based on the higher percent identity. This could further 
be emphasized in an activity where the output parameter “Per. 
Ident.” is clearly defined as “how similar the query sequence 
is to the target sequence” with the higher probability more 
likely a match.

Q3. Give students a real or a fictitious output from a BLAST 
which includes both percent identity and the query length, 
which corresponds with lower query length, a lower percent 
identity.

Answer: Open-ended, with students discussing how 
nucleotide sequence length as a parameter relates to the 
percent identity when comparing query sequences in the 
database. Educators can use a real example to generate this 
question, a sequence length of ~ 500, then deleting specific 
portions of either the beginning or end of the known sequence 
down to examples which are either 400, 300, 200, to 100, 
and develop the question as percent identity lowers according 
to lower sequence length. Additionally, educators could have 
students analyze the E value (expected value) in the output 
of their BLAST, which describes how many times one would 
expect a match by chance in a database of that particular size 
(the lower the E value, the more significant the match). This 
could help students further interpret the probability of a valid/
useful match when generating their identifications.

Q4. What are the applications of DNA barcoding?

Answer: Open-ended or multiple-choice. Answers should 
include assessment of whether expensive products contain the 
correct fish or meat as advertised, the use of DNA barcoding 
in conservation biology and biodiversity, and lastly, the 
potential for DNA barcoding in a variety of ecological studies, 
such as identifying dietary items from animals, identifying 
pests or invasive species, or as a way to align molecular and 
organismal biology.

Conclusion
There is a growing body of research on best pedagogical 

practices to engage undergraduate biological science majors 
by incorporating hands-on, active learning methodologies 
in laboratories and lecture classrooms. Many of these 
methods are becoming increasingly affordable and are easily 
accessible to educators with modest school budgets. These 
activities can provide a transformative experience and serve 
as a learning bridge between molecular biology, community 
ecology, and local biodiversity. Our results show that for a 
modest investment (< $108 for two DNA barcoding kits 
submitted for sequencing of 8 total species) and without 
the need to perform extractions or PCR in a laboratory, 
undergraduate students can become more informed about 
on-campus biodiversity, learn about several taxonomic 
groups, all while making the connection between DNA 
sequences and the individual organism by performing BLASTs.  

SUPPORTING MATERIALS

• S1. DNA Barcode Assignment: Mystery Samples – 
Example of online lesson assignment
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Table 1. Lesson Timeline. The lesson spans one full online laboratory but can be modified if delivered in person or 
if field collection is part of initial lab or if modified to include group or partner reflection in lecture.

Activity Description Estimated Time Notes

Read 2 articles on DNA 
barcoding

Pick 2 short general articles on 
DNA barcoding

~30 minutes We selected two short articles on DNA barcoding to allow 
students to have some idea of how DNA barcoding is used 
by biologists to identify species.

Articles:

• The Secret in Your Sushi

• This Is Not The Yeti You’re Looking For

Navigate NCBI website BLAST each DNA barcode 
sequence

1 hour Time may vary based on how long it takes students 
to follow directions and run through first sequence. 
Subsequent sequence “blasts” will likely take less than 
initial run.

Research Species 
identified

Obtain natural history and 
biological information for each 
species identified

1 hour Students will likely obtain from various online or 
textbook resources and sources. May vary depending on 
if invertebrates or vertebrates are used and if covered in 
lecture. Also depends on level of taxonomic resolution (if 
identification is down to species or genus or family, etc.).

Post Lesson Reflection 
Questions

Answer reflection question to 
assess if they liked lesson

5 minutes We recommend giving space for students to answer follow 
up questions in addition to standard Likert scale questions 
on lesson.

http://www.discovermagazine.com/health/the-secret-in-your-sushi
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/this-is-not-the-yeti-youre-looking-for
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Table 2. Representative student responses to survey questions in activity (n = 95).

Question Responses

Did you enjoy identifying species from campus: 
Yes or No?

Yes 89.5%; No 10.5%

Elaborate on whether you enjoyed this lesson? “I loved working on this activity. I loved searching information and discovering all this 
new information from a DNA sequence.”

“I found the database fun to navigate. Identifying the species felt like a cool puzzle.”

“I enjoyed this activity because I have never heard of DNA barcoding and liked 
learning about species and common names.”

“I liked learning about what species were on campus, I never thought about the 
insects.”

“This activity shows how a specific DNA sequence is linked to an organism which I 
enjoyed looking for matches of the DNA sequence.”

“This was very enjoyable even though it was online. Being able to find out what an 
organism is by searching and looking up a nucleotide sequence is very satisfying”

This lesson helped me understand DNA barcoding. Median = 4; Mean = 4.3 ± 0.62 S.D.

This lesson helped me understand how DNA 
barcoding is used to identify species.

Median = 5; Mean = 4.6 ± 0.623 S.D.


